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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

MARXIST BERNIE SANDERS
A Voice in the Public Square?
May 28, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:
foxnews.com posted an article today (5/28/16) titled, “Trump nixes proposed debate
with Sanders.” The article reported:
In a written statement, the presumptive Republican presidential nominee cited the “rigged” Democratic
process – along with the fact that Sanders is almost certain to finish as their runner-up, and complaints about
whether enough of the proceeds would go to charity – in turning down the debate proposal.
“Based on the fact that the Democratic nominating process is totally rigged and Crooked Hillary
Clinton and Deborah Wasserman Schultz will not allow Bernie Sanders to win, and now that I am the
presumptive Republican nominee, it seems inappropriate that I would debate the second place finisher,” Trump
said.
“Likewise, the networks want to make a killing on these events and are not proving to be too generous to
charitable causes, in this case, women's health issues. Therefore, as much as I want to debate Bernie Sanders -and it would be an easy payday -- I will wait to debate the first place finisher in the Democratic Party, probably
Crooked Hillary Clinton, or whoever it may be.”

See article here: http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2016/05/27/trump-nixesproposed-debate-with-sanders.html#.V0izU5Ks2aA.email
The American Resistance Party chides Mr. Trump for even considering a debate with a
known Communist (Bernie Sanders) thereby giving legitimacy to the politics of this
known Marxist adherent. It is clear that Bernie Sanders has rebelled against the U.S.
Constitution. Sanders seeks to destroy the agency of the liberty of this nation. He wants
the government to have total power (and centralized power) and to steal the fruits of
most people's labors and dole the loot out to those who refuse to work and refuse to take
care of themselves. Sanders wants to become the new LIAR-IN-CHIEF and take up where
his fellow Marxist comrade, Barry Soetoro has left off after 7½ years of Marxist rule. Why
would Trump even consider giving Sanders a voice in the public square?
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